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Storycard 346
From hut01's Wiki

Process Followed

The story card has been written and checked, no errors were found. The XXM was written, and no errors were found. Once correct a unit 
test was written. The unit test was checked, and found to be OK, then the code was written to satisfy that test. The test ran successfully and 
another test was written. In all fourteen tests were written to implement the story card in turn, adding the code at each point before the 
acceptance tests passed. The story was then signed off.

Sheffield Management 2007: hut01 - Storycard 

ID 2059(1) Priority 0
Description

Users should be able to log in to the system at one of two levels (administrator/basic user) by supplying a username and correct password 
to the login screen.

Tests
Entering no username and/or no password results in error.
Entering a username that doesn't exist (regardless of the entered password) results in error.
Entering an invalid password with an existing username results in error.
Entering an existing username and valid password results in success, with the user being taken to the main screen with the correct 
privileges.
User can only login if their user account has not been disabled.

Nonfunctional Tests
Acceptance or rejection is within 10 seconds.
Text boxes are clearly labeled.
An appropriate message is shown in case of error.

Tasks for this story

(): 
Entry: 
Comments: 
(): 
Entry: 
Comments: 
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19/02/2008 
13:50 Writing a test 0.16666667 Producing test cases aca06se@sheffield.ac.uk, 

aca06lm@sheffield.ac.uk
19/02/2008 
14:50 Checking a test 0.66692525 aca06se@sheffield.ac.uk, 

aca06lm@sheffield.ac.uk
12/03/2008 
16:20

Testing some 
code 2.6641731 System testing login 

functions aca06se@sheffield.ac.uk

Testing 

Testing
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